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Covid-19 and Somalia

The economic and human impact of Covid-19 in Somalia is potentially cataclysmic.

Difficult choices need to be made to avoid human disaster and economic catastrophe
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Somalia’s economy is dependent on

consumer spending. Inflows from remittances form a

significant part of the cash flow which consumers use

for spending. The government’s main sources of tax

are concentrated on transactions from international

trade (such as import duties and port levies). As the

United States Dollar (USD) is Somalia’s de facto

national currency and the Central Bank of Somalia

(CBS) does not maintain sufficient liquidity buffers in

USD, the country’s economy is materially exposed to

market movements in terms of changes in the value

of dollar currency as well as any global liquidity stress

events.

Somalia’s financial markets, which are dominated by

the money transfer businesses (or “Hawalas” as they

are known) act as the financial system intermediaries

through which the majority of the country’s cash

inflows and outflows are processed. The complete

absence of interbank payment and clearing systems

means the majority of the Hawalas rely on cash

transportation in bags to move funds around. As a

consequence, the global ban on flights and the

resulting economic lock downs have combined to

create a funding crunch and a perfect storm for

Somalia’s economy and financial system.

Price gouging is rife in Somalia and is already

happening because of Covid-19. The government has

tentatively tried some minor policy interventions (i.e.

either abolishing or halving the taxes on few daily

necessities – “Qutul Daruuri items”. However, whilst

these steps might be attractive in theory, the

resulting impact has been wholly negligible.

This is because the government does not have the

avenue to deploy any meaningful level of fiscal

easements that can make a material difference to

people’s livelihoods. As this analysis will demonstrate,

rescuing the country from Covid-19 will require

difficult choices to be made, including a fundamental

reprioritisation of the government fiscal spending

priorities budgeted for 2020 from which desperately

needed resources could be released. Given the

limited options at the government’s disposal in

relation to revenue generation, the 2020 spending

plan needs to be assessed through the lens of “core

prioritisation” principles and a new budget drawn up.

A significant portion of the government’s budgeted

expenditure is used for recurrent costs and this needs

to change. A reassessment of the 2020 plan is

therefore critical in order to prioritise saving lives and

livelihoods and set the country on a good path to

recovery.

Economic slump is inevitable

In the best case scenario, the government’s revenues

are predicted to shrink by $212 million in 2020,

representing 91% of the domestic revenue and over

45% of total revenues (which includes donor

support). This will have an impact on core spending

on security and Covid-19 mitigation plans.

Revenue generation is one element of the equation. If

predicted revenues are expected to collapse, an

austerity budget would be the only answer in the

absence of any other fiscal policy option.

Hard ChoicesRescuing Somalia from Covid-19 will be difficult 

and there are hard choices to be made. Austerity 

budget and funding re-prioritisations will be a 

necessary start 
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A government can raise revenues either through tax

increases or cost reductions. As the tax base in very low in

Somalia and the tax burden is disproportionately on small

businesses that mainly operate in Mogadishu, further

increases in taxes will never be an option at a time when

the economy is suffering from the effects of Covid-19, nor

would this raise any additional revenue. Spending cuts

will therefore be the only option which means the 2020

budget would need to be revised so that it can effectively

provide for the health crisis the country is facing and

mitigate the worst effects of the expected economic

disaster. The government should also be planning for the

recovery options both in terms of Covid-19 and the wider

economy.

So far, the government’s poor response was not so much

as policy constraints as of disorganisation and disarray. If

we learned anything from this global crisis, it is the

importance of good, decisive leadership.

Leading the people and country to safety

Economic crises always expose a country’s structural and

institutional weaknesses. When a country’s leadership is

unable to deal with human suffering or is indifferent to a

national disaster, it is that inaction more than anything

else which will cost many more lives and destroy millions

of livelihoods.

It is now the time to act to lead the people and country

to safety.

Hard Choices

The material risk scenarios from Covid-

19, including: 

• The  potential trajectory of  the spread 

of Covid-19 based on a set of plausible 

assumptions; 

• A simulation of the scenarios that 

model plummeting revenues and 

material deterioration of the 

government’s overall fiscal position; and 

• the crystallisation of liquidity risks which 

will create trapped liquidity outside of 

the country and overall illiquidity in the 

financial system, leading to a seizing up 

of the funding market. 
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Af-Soomaali

Saadaalinta Ugu Fiican: Marka la soo qaato kaysaska 

la baahiyay 3-dii Abriil ilaa 20-kii Abriil, lana saadaaliyo 

waxa dhici kara hadii cudurka uu u faafo sida la mid ah 

sida ay Wasaarada Caafimaadka soo baahiso, waxaa 

laga yaabaa in cudurka maanta uu gaarsiisanyahay in 

ka badan inta la ogyahay. Tusaale ahaan, marka la 

isticmaalo saadaalintaan, inta qof uu cudurka ku dhaco 

maalinta (30-ka Abriil)  waa (saadaalin ahaan) ilaa 3,200, 

tirada guudna waa 10,200. Dhimashada guudna waxay 

maraysaa ilaa 547 oo qof. 

Saadaalinta Ugu Xun:  Hadii arinta kor ku qoran lagu 

daro in (1)  qof walba oo cudurka qaba oo labo qof oo 

kale u gudbiyo; (2) dadka loo gudbiyay boqolkiba 76% 

ay cudurka qaadaan; iyo boqolkiiba 1.7% oo dadkaan 

ay dhintaan. Maalinta (30-ka Abrill) arinta waxay 

mareeysaa (saadaalin ahaan) 68,000 oo qof oo cudurka 

hayo iyo in ka badan 1175 oo u dhintay. Marka la gaaro 

bisha May 9-keeda, in ka badan 600,000 baa cudurka 

gaaray , 17,000 way u  dhinteen. 

Best-case Scenario

The Daily and Overall cases graphs are based 

on the actual numbers reported between the 

3rd of April 2020 (i.e. Day 1 on the graph) 

until the 20th of April 2020 (Day 11 on the 

graph). Days in scope refer when reports are 

published. The projection from Day 12 

assumes that the cases will broadly increase 

inline with cumulative average between Days 

1 and 11. The overall cases line measures the 

cumulative total. The same approach is used 

for the daily and cumulative deaths. 

If the actual daily numbers that Somalia’s 

Ministry of Health released in the last two 

weeks are reflective of reality, we should be 

seeing many more cases than reported to 

date. By the 30th of April 2020 (Day 21), the 

cases are projected to hit over 3,200, taking 

the overall total to just over 10,200. Overall 

deaths are also projected to hit 547 by now.

Worst-case Scenario

These worst-case scenario projections 

are modelled on the following 

assumptions. Actuals recorded overall 

cases as at 20th of April 2020 (i.e. Day 

11). This is then further modelled on the 

following inputs: (a) each infected 

person comes into contact with at least 

two other people (Further Exposure); 

76% of these contacts develop the virus 

(Further Infections); and the death rate 

(remains) at 1.7% of the infected 

population are projected to die.   

In this worst-case scenario, by day 11th 

(30th of April), total infections are at 

over 68,000 and 1,175 deaths. By day 

30th (9th of May), there will be well over 

600,000 infections and 17,000 deaths. 

This assumes no mitigating plans to 

control the spread of the virus. 

Covid-19 Predictions
Projections of Covid-19 cases based on April 2020 

reported numbers and what happens in best-case 

and worst-case scenarios

Section 1: Impact of Covid-19



Predict, Plan and Prepare

Covid-19 is the most serious public health disaster Somalia has ever seen. The model

predication summaries shown here, albeit based on a set of reported figures that are difficult

to substantiate independently, provide a degree of insight into the potential trajectory of the

virus and how many lives will be lost if no mitigating actions are taken sooner.

Even if the best-case scenarios were to materialise, it would mean there are thousands more

infections and hundreds of deaths than currently known or anticipated. Unnecessary foot

dragging to deal with this will undoubtedly lead to the loss of many more thousands of lives.

The government’s action taken thus far is not reassuring in the least.

There are three key policy recommendations:

Understand what is happening in the communities

Whilst those at the Ministry of Health are understandably doing their best to react to the

emerging cases on a day-to-day basis, there is an urgent need to gather much more insightful

intelligence and data to build predictive capabilities and drive the government’s decision-

making and response. This means more eyes within the communities as early warning

indicators on what is happening on the ground (for instance, where are these infections

coming from?; which areas in the city/towns are impacted; all the way down to districts). The

taboo around the virus means people will not be ready to admit that they have it, nor call any

helpline. In addition, relying on hospital data alone (in which only the most serious, or those

able to afford the hospital fees, may attend, if at all) will also provide a misleading picture of

the actual situation. Evidence-based analysis is key to responding to the spread of Covid-19.

Relevant expertise

The government and a few of its advisors will never be in a position to deal with this on their

own. It is important to start engaging with relevant experts such as doctors, epidemiologists

and data analysts, managers and communications experts, etc., to help map out a way of

dealing with the spread of the virus. Stop the “Is Daba Yaaca” as that will cost lives.

Sense of urgency

Covid-19 can not be blamed on the government, but foot-dragging at a time of extreme

national emergency is the worst thing that can happen to the people of Somalia. The virus

does not discriminate or wait for a convenient time. As the model results on page 3 predict,

hundreds if not thousands have probably been infected, and many more are already dead.

The Risk of Human Disaster 
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The President and Prime Minster both need to take charge of this and provide a

coherent strategy and a plan of action. This is the time to lead to save lives.

A budget that prioritises people’s health

As the analyses in this publication show, the government’s budget is wholly

insufficient to provide the level resourcing needed to deal with this disaster

adequately. It is imperative to put together an emergency budget which re-

prioritises all non-essential expenditure for the fight against Covid-19. There is

no point in asking for international assistance if all funds received are then spent

on recurrent non-valuing adding costs in bloated government departments.

For instance, the entire 2020 budget for the Ministry of Health is less than that

of the Prime Minster’s Office, or indeed salaries of the members of parliament,

the senate or the president’s office. Even the budget allocated for government

travel is more than the budget for the Ministry of Health. People’s lives and

livelihoods must be prioritized over departmental and office spending

profligacy.

Transparency and political consensus

If we have learned anything from this outbreak, it is the importance of good

transparency and everyone coming together to act in the national interest. The

government needs to be clear about what it is doing, how it is coping and

should seek political consensus across the board. Petty political squabbles

should not get in the way of saving people’s lives.

Af-Soomaali

Marka la eego saadaalinta ku qoran bogga 3-aad, waxaad arki kartaa heerka uu

maraayo cudurkaan hadii aan wax laga qaban. Is fiir fiiriska iyo isdaba yaaca ka

baxa una soo jeesta sidii dadkeyna loo badbaadin lahaa, siyaasadana meel iska

soo dhiga. Waxaa talo ah in:

1: La fahmo sida uu cudurka ugu faafayo wadanka iyo dadka dhexdooda.

Inkasoo Wasaarada Caafimaadka ee howl fiican hayso inta ay awooda u

leedahayna ay wax ku qabanayso, hadana waxaa loo baahan yahay in la fahmo

halka iyo sida uu cudurka u faafayo, lana saadaaliyo habka uu u socdo. Waa in la

fahmaa in dadka la baarayo ama isbitaaladda jooga ay ka tiro badan yihiin

kuwa aan laga war qabin. Indhaha iska fura ee xaafadaha iyo goboladda taga

soona ogaada waxa meesha ka jira si dadka loo caawiyo.

2: Khubaro la tashada: Cudurkaan qabiil, wasiir, ama 4.5 ma garanaayo.

Waa in ay dawlada ku dadaashaa in ay hesho dhaqaatiir iyo khubarro

yaqaana saadaalinta cudurka iyo sidii wax looga qaban lahaa. Dad khubarro

ah codsada oo la shaqeeya dhakhaatiirta wadanka joogtana muhiimad gaar

ah siiya lana tashta oo ayaga baa la socda xaalada bulshada ay mareeyso.

3: Deg degsiimo

Cudurkaan ma sugaayo waqti haboon. Aaway madaxweynihii iyo Ra’iisul

Wasaarihii horjoogga u ahaan lahaa dadka iyo dalka? Ayaga baa loo baahan

yahay in ay horseed u ahaadaan dagaalkan lagu jiro. Meesha waa in siyaasad

laga bixiyaa oo dadaalka la kordhiyaa. Waa in qorshe la keenaa oo wax

looga qaban karo cudurkan iyo sidii dadka nolol maalmeedkooda meel loo

saari lahaa. Hogaan hufan waqtigiisa baa la joogaa ee hurdada ka kaca.

4: Miisaaniyada Wadanka

Waa laga marmaan in miisaaniyad cusub la keeno qarash fiicanna loo

qoondeeyo wasaarada caafimaadka iyo la dagaalanka cudurkan. Macquul

mahan in lacagta loo qoondeeyay xafiiska Ra’iisul Wasaaraha ama

xildhibaanada, senetaradda iyo xafiiska madaxweynaha ay ka badan tahay

Wasaaradda Caafimaadka (xitaa lacagta loo qoondeeyay safarada, baa ka

badan tan Wasaarada Caafimaadka). Waxaa loo baahan yahay in lala

yimaado miisaaniyad cusub si deg ah oo mudnaan siinaysa dalka iyo dadka

waqtigaan dhibaatada baahsan ay hayso..

5: Daahfurnaansho iyo wada shaqeyn

Waxa keliya ee cudurkaan loola dagaalami karaa waa in daahfurnansho iyo is

la wada shaqeyn balaaran jirto. Wax la qariyo dad baa nafta ku wayn doona.

Ma ahan in la siyaasadeeyo arintaan waxaana haboon in la iska kaashado.
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Somalia’s Trade Deficit 

Tax 
Leakage 

Budget 
Deficits

Even before the expected hit to the revenues because of Covid-

19, If the current trend of income (which includes external 

grants) and expenditure (including domestic arrears) were 

assumed to remain broadly the same, the government was on 

course to run significant budget deficits for the next four years, 

turning a modest surplus in the year 2024. 

A 20-year forecast assumption of the 

government’s revenue and expenditure 

continuing  to increase at their average rate 

(as per 2016 – 2022 average). The  budget 

deficit will continue to deteriorate to 

unsustainable levels. 

This is an important illustration of why there 

is an urgent need to increase the pace of the 

institutional reforms needed to expand the 

tax base.  It is also explains why the 

government’s ability to deal with the 

economic disruption caused by Covid-19 will 

be very limited and there is no way out.  

Sustained Deficit for Decades

2%

Tax income from 

international trade

Somalia has a materially negative balance of trade which is  

estimated at $3.7 billion (as at 2020). The government collects 

$106 million from taxes on international trade (mainly imports) 

as per the 2020 budget .  This is equivalent to a mere 2% of 

imports – an indication of the level of significant tax leakage in 

the country. The graph is also an important illustration of how 

the country depends on imports. 

Structural Weaknesses & Fiscal Vulnerabilities  (Pre-Covid-19 Position and Estimates)  
Somalia’s Economy
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Miisaaniyada Dawlada: Dakhliga 

The Government’s Revenues [$466.10 Million]

$234.4 Million

50.3%

Domestic Revenues

$231.7 Million

49.7%

Donor Budgetary Support

Bilateral and Multilateral 

Contributions

Revenue from Tax on Intl Trade

Revenue from Mogadishu Port 

Imported Goods 

66% of domestic revenues come from the three 

main sources below and are dependent on trade

$106  Million

$31.6 Million

$16   Million

Overall 2020 Projected Revenues $466.1 Million

$8.8m $27.1M$2.5m $106M $11.1M

Income Tax 

(Incl Rental 

Income) 

Corporation 

Tax 
Value Added 

Tax 
Tax on Intl 

Trade 
Other Business 

Taxes

$78.9M

Non-Tax 

Revenues 

Low Tax 
Base

The low tax base restricts revenue generation options. The income tax on employees is far 

higher than that collected from businesses in the form of corporation tax. This is an 

inexplicable anomaly, given the country’s Gross Domestic Product (GDP) growth. 

Over 40% of the non-tax revenue comes from Mogadishu harbour fees and customs and this 

represents nearly 14% of the entire domestic revenue

Key Vulnerabilities

A significant proportion of Somalia’s domestic revenue 

comes from levies on international trade. Just under half 

of the fiscal budget is from donor contributions.

Dakhliga Dawlada Soo Gala 

Dakhliga wadanka wuxuu si weyn ugu tiirsanyahay 

lacagaha ka soo  baxa dekedda Moqdishu ama 

canshuuraha laga qaado alaabaha la soo dhoofiyay (intaa 

waa boqolkiiba 66%). Sidaa daraadeed, isbedelkii ku 

yimaada ilahaan dhaqaale waxay sababi kartaa dhaqaale 

xumo baaxad leh in ay soo wajahdo miisaaniyadda 

dawlada ee 2020.

Somalia’s Economy
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Sida Miisaaniyada Dawlada Loo Qoondeeyo

The Government’s Spending [$476.1 Million]
Somalia’s budget prioritises recurrent costs over economic development spending 

Almost two third of the country’s  2020 budget is allocated to be spent on recurrent costs , 

such as wages, salaries, travel expenses and consultant fees. The combined costs of employees 

and travel ($275.5 Million) are more than the whole of the domestic revenue projections for 

2020. This means all the money collected inside the country is spent again as salaries, wages, cash 

allowances, consultant fees or travel.   

This means the government is not making use of the limited resources available for 

investment and to build viable economic pillars that can support long-term economic 

development and revenue generation. All the internal revenues are in and then all out.

Dhaqaalaha ugu weyn wadanka waxaa lagu bixiyaa mushaarka iyo la taliyaasha. Tani 

waxay ku tusinaysaa in dakhliga wadanka  badankiisa aan loo isticmaalin dhismaha kaabayaasha  

dhaqaalaha  wadanka si horumar loo gaaro, ama maalgelinta wadanka, sida iskuulada, 

isbitaaladda, dhismaha wadooyinka iyo dekedaha, shaqo abuurista iwm. In ka badan lacagta 

dawlada wadanka gudihiisa ka soo gasha oo dhan ($275.5 malaayiin) waxay ku baxdaa mar kale 

qarashaadka dawlada gudaheeda ah. 

Lacagta kaliya ee  ku baxda mushaarka iyo safaradda waxay u dhigmaan in la eg boqolkiiba 58%

marka loo eego miisaaniyada dawlada. 

Cash Allowances [Lacagaha Kaashka Loo Dhiibo]

Salaries and Wages [Lacagaha Ku Baxo Mushaarka]

Consultant Fees [Lacagaha La Siiyo La Taliyaasha]

Other General Expenses [Kharashaadka Guud]

Other Employee Costs [Qarashaadka Kale ee Shaqaalaha]

Travel Expenses [Kharashka Safarada]

$25.2

$10.44

$15.65

$42.18

$52.05

The Top Six Expenditure Lines = 65% of the country's budget ($300.7 Million) 

$155.1

Employee-related Costs: $275.5 Million. This is more 

than half (58%) of the entire 2020 budget  

$310.4 M

Recurrent Costs, 

such as wages and 

salaries, travel and 

employee expenses 

(including education 

and training)

65.2%

$165.7 M

34.8%

Other government 

expenditure 

Somalia’s Economy

Overall 2020 Budget Allocation
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1
Top Ten Spending 

Departments & Offices
Share of Spending 

Budget 81% 2 Consultant Fees Share of Spending Budget 9%

The Big Spenders 

The top ten government departments consume $386 million (just over 81% of the 

entire government spending budget) and nearly twice as much as the entire 

domestic revenues. The combined spending budget for the Prime Minster’s Office 

($10.68 million), the President ($7.1 million); Members of Parliament ($14.6 million) 

and Senate ($4.1 million) account for 15.6% of the domestic revenue. 

The Ministry of Health is not in the top ten and its budget ($9.3 million) is less 

than that of the Prime Minster’s Office or indeed the Travel Expenses ($10.4m).  

Af-Soomaali: Marka la eego habka miisaaniyada dawlada loo qaybiyay, tobanka ugu 

qarashka badan waa kuwa halkan ku qoran. Tusaale ahaan, miisaaniyada Xafiiska 

Ra’iisul  Wasaaraha iyo tan safaradda waxay midkiiba ka badan yihiin tan loo 

qoondeeyay Wasaarada Caafimaadka wadanka

Consultant fees 

A significant proportion of the government’s budget is spent on consultants. This represents 

c. 9% of the government entire budget for 2020 ($42.2 million).

Moreover, in some government departments, the consultant fees are more than half of the 

department’s budget (e.g. the Ministry of Water and Energy allocates more than 55% of its 

entire budget for consultants). 

Af-Soomaali:

Lacagaha la siiyo lataliyaasha ayaa gaaraya ilaa $42.2 malyan sanadkiiba, sida loogu 

qoondeeyay miisaaniyada 2020. Tan waxay u dhigantaa in la eg boqolkiiba  9% marka loo 

fiiriyo miisaaniyada dawlada oo dhan. Sidoo kale, wasaaradaha qaarkood ayay waxay qarash 

ahaan u dhiibaan in ka badan boqolkiiba  50% miisaaniyadooda ah (sida marka la fiiro 

Wasaarada Biyaha iyo Tamarta oo nus ka nus miisaaniyadooda ku kharashgareesa la taliyaal. 

Somalia’s Economy
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Quantifying the 

Economic Shocks 

of Covid-19

Government Cost Reduction Actions

Quantifications of the impact of possible 
government budget reduction actions will have on 
mitigating projected deficits

Collapse in Revenues 

Monte Carlo Simulation to quantify the materiality of 
collapse in the total revenues (domestic and donor 
revenues combined) and the resulting budget deficits

Worst-case Scenario

Moderate Scenario

Best-case Scenario

-10%

-50%

-70%

Budget Stress

Intee Bay La Egtahay Hadii Dakhliga Wadanka 

Hoos U Dhac Balaaan uu Ku Yimaado?
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-10%

-50%

-70%

Key Assumptions: Plummeting Revenues 

In order to quantify how badly Somalia’s economy will suffer from the effects of 

Covid-19, it is necessary to develop a menu of extreme but plausible scenarios  

that range from Best-case (when it is assumed the hit to the government’s 

revenue will be manageable), Moderate (when government revenues will be  

significantly reduced) and Worst-case (when the economic impact is expected to 

be disastrous). In these scenarios, the assumptions used in the model are 10% 

reduction in revenues for the best-case, 50% for the moderate scenario and 70% 

as the worst-case. 

When considering scenarios, it is also important to assess the mitigating actions 

that the government could take to reduce the impact and severity of the 

economic disruption.  As Somalia’s government does not have any other 

monetary or fiscal levers to pull, the only feasible option is  to rein in government 

expenditure by slashing all non-core allocations. In this context, five 

complementary scenarios have been included in the model: (a) what happens if 

the government does not make any cost savings and (b) if the government 

implements a range of savings from 15%; 25%; 40 and 50%.  

0%
No Cost Savings

40%
Savings in Costs

15%
Savings in Costs 

25%
Savings in Costs

50%
Savings in Costs

The Economic Impact of Covid-19

1 Budget Stress

2 Potential Cost Saving Measures

Budget Stress
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No Cost Reduction 15% Cost Reduction 

25% Cost Reduction 40% Cost Reduction 

50% Reduction 

Covid-19 Economic Shocks: Impact Projections

When the combined impact of all these different scenarios are simulated in a model, the results are 

clear: unless the government makes deep cuts to the 2020 spending plan, by at least 50% or more, 

there is a very high probability (90% confidence level) that  the most likely outcome will be budget 

deficits of $212 million (if no savings are made); $140 million (if 15% savings are made); $93 

million (if 25% cut to the budget is made); $21 million (if 40% savings are made). If a 50% 

reduction in the 2020 expenditure is implemented, it will result in a surplus of over  $26 million.

Both the best-case and worst-case outcomes are tail events with a probability of 5% (i.e. highly 

unlikely to happen). Significant budget deficits are almost certain if no savings are made. 

Af-Soomaali: Marka la saadaaliyo hoos u dhaca uu keeni karo Covid-19, dawladana ay 

miisaaniyada wax ka jarin, hoos u dhaca imaan doonaa wuxuu gaarayaa ilaa $212 malyan.  

Model Simulations
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The Government’s Budget

The Somali government does not have access to international financial markets to issue debts to finance the fight against Covid-

19, nor is monetary financing feasible either (an option that would have be open for consideration if the county had a viable

national currency). The options left are very limited indeed and broadly fall into three categories. There are :

1. Re-prioritise Multilateral / Bilateral Funding: In essence, the diversion of donor funding from projects to the fight against

Covid-19. This is done under a “matched-funding” model.

2. Trim the government’s bloated spending plan and use these savings to support the economy, combined with the first re-

prioritisation option.

3. Do nothing

Donor funding re-prioritisation

This is the ideal option of first resort and one that the Somali government will focus on. This option will release funding originally

intended for wider economic development to be used specifically for Covid-19. However, without clear and credible governance

and accountability arrangements, the impact is likely to be marginal, if at all. At a time of national disaster, corruption risk is at its

highest. This option will therefore only work if it is tied to fiscal discipline under a matched-funding model.

Trim the bloated budget

A budget that allocates more funding for Travel Expenses than for the Ministry of Health is clearly not focused on the right areas.

There is a huge scope for targeted cuts to the budget, especially those material departmental allocations that do not add any

value. A 50% reduction across the board (even allowing for the ring-fencing of core spending on security and health), would

release substantial resources for Covid-19 without leading to material deficits. More importantly, if there is no political

commitment to rein in wasteful expenditure at a time when the country is facing a catastrophic threat to lives and livelihoods, it

would hardly be credible to ask others for support. Government minsters will not starve, but the people in cities, refugee camps

and far flung towns will. It is important to get the budgeting priorities right first.

Do Nothing

This is likely to be the default option. If there are no changes to the government’s 2020 spending plan and any deficits from

plummeting revenues are plugged, using donor funding (either new bilateral money or re-prioritized resources), people on the

ground will hardly notice the difference. As the analyses here show, nearly two-third of the budget (c.$276m) is used for

recurrent costs (salaries, wages, travel expenses and consultants fees), not for social investment (schools, hospitals, infrastructure

investment). For this reason, people are no better or worse off if the government does nothing at all.

Economic crises also expose a country’s structural 

weaknesses and the  poor  economic stewardship of its 

leaders. This is why handing over more cash to support 

the government’s budget, without a credible reduction in 

expenditure, is neither the answer nor the most effective 

way to support the country. Direct cash support will simply 

be feeding the machinery of corruption. 

Any funding support offered must be proportional to how 

much the government reduces wasteful expenditure 

(matched-funding model). For instance,  if the government 

raises $10 million in savings, then an additional $10 

million is offered as support. The combined $20 million is 

then used for the Covid-19 mitigation plan. This ensures 

the government has a sake in the support provided to the 

people. 

A matched-funding model will reduce the incentive for 

diverting scare resources to plug budget deficits or for  

outright misappropriation.

The other key point is the elevated risk of corruption in an 

election year. Budget deficits could be “engineered” in 

order to secure donor funding. It is therefore important to 

ensure any economic support provided has sensible and 

verifiable strings attached. 

Mitigating the Economic & Financial Shocks
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The Economy

The options here are limited too. The entire corporation tax receipts (taxes

on company profits) are merely $2.5m a year – far below the level

expected in any economy. The annual tax from individuals, including

dividend income is $8.8m. This means any fiscal policy easement to

provide support on the basis of corporate need will be limited to a few tax

payers. It also means the vast majority of the ones who need support are

already outside of the direct tax perimeter. Tax reduction actions will thus

be meaningless.

This leaves one viable option: direct government support.

Unconditional Cash Transfers:

There are two options here: food distribution and direct cash transfers. A

nation-wide system of food distribution will require a level of logistical

planning that cuts across a number of government departments and likely

to be beyond the government’s capabilities. This is also not something

that can be pulled off within a limited timeframe.

A more easier option is direct cash transfers to everyone in the country – a

modest payment to turn everyone ever for two weeks at a time (when the

government is simultaneously enforcing appropriate Covid-19 mitigation

plans such as lockdowns and isolations). As the vast majority of the people

in the main cities and towns already use Electronic Mobile Money Transfer

(E-MMT), this is a delivery system that is easier to organize and manage,

subject to appropriate governance controls. Food distributions can then

be concentrated on those registered in refugee camps who may not have

access to the E-MMT system.

Direct cash payment will also increase consumer spending, thereby

supporting local employment and businesses that rely on the domestic

market. People whose livelihoods depends on their going out to earn

wages will not abide by any government-led mitigation plans unless they

get the support they need to survive. These measures will help with that.

The Financial System

There are two emerging risks here to mitigate:

An idiosyncratic liquidity risk that impacts E-MMT providers and Market-wide

USD illiquidity, leading to USD shortages across the country.

Idiosyncratic E-MMT Liquidity Risk

The E-MMT system is Somalia’s critical financial system infrastructure that

facilitates hundreds of millions of transactions worth many billions of dollars,

including remittance inflows, every year. The market is dominated by two

large operators with no interoperability, nor can the CBS act an intermediary

either. If these operators were to fail, the consequences for the economy will

be material.

Whilst the CBS has issued, but not fully implemented, mobile money

regulations, there is the risk of liquidity risk crystallizing at the same time as

Covid-19 is causing market squeeze on dollar funding. If operators have

already used the funding in E-MMT wallets or invested them in assets which

can not be easily liquidated (both of which should not be happening) , they

will not be in a position to redeem customers’ funds on demand.

The CBS should develop a proactive supervisory model of engagement in

which cash volumes in the system and customer redemptions (i.e. wallet

balances converted into hard cash) are monitored daily. There also needs to

be an emergency requirement to keep a proportion of the funding “in

circulation” at the central bank as intraday liquidity reserves which is adjusted

daily.

Market-wide USD Illiquidity

Somali banks and Hawalas are the lubricants that keep Somalia’s economic

machine turning. Correspondent banking restrictions have left most of these

financial firms unable to deal directly with large international banking

institutions. If they become illiquid, the whole economy will seize up.
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The CBS should consider setting an emergency Enhanced Scrutiny Regime

(ESR). Participants of this regime will be subject to an extensive level of

supervisory review on a weekly basis on all fund movements. This review

will focus on the firms’ internal systems and controls to prevent money

laundering and terrorist financing. The outcome from these reviews will

then be subject to an external audit attestation periodically (in essence,

validating the effectiveness of CBS/Financial Reporting Centre (FRC)

reviews.

Once the ESR is operational, the Somali government should, as a matter

of priority, engage effectively with key regulatory authorities in the US

and Europe for an emergency 6-month Covid-19 Exceptional Funds

Facilitation facility, renewable as needed, in which Somali firms that are

part of the ESR framework are allowed to open correspondent banking

facilities to help the flow of liquidity into the country. This will be critical to

savings lives and livelihoods.

This will require effective collaboration and regulatory cohesion between

the CBS and FRC in the first instance.

Af-Soomaali:

Marka la eego xaga miisaaniyada, dhaqaalaha and iyo lacagaha, seddex

arin baa furan:

Miisaaniyada

Tan kowaad: (ay dawlada doorbiddo) waa in lacagaha loogu talo galay

mashaariicda ay bangiyada caalamiga ka wadaan Soomaali loo soo

weeciyo ladagaalanka Covid-19. Hadii tan la sameeyo, laba arin baa ka

imaan karta: hadii lacagtaan lagu kabo dawlada miisaaniyadayda, malaga

yaabo in ay wax kasoo haraan. Sideoo kale, hadii aan la helin isla

xisaabtan daahfuran ee sida lacagtaan loo isticmaalayo, wax meesha ka

soo baxayo ma jiraan.

Tan Labaad: In qarashka miisaaniyada dawlada wax laga jaro oo Covid-19

loo isticmaalo. Marka la fiiriyo miisaaniyada dawlada, qarashka loo

qoondeeyay safaradda wuxuu ka badan kan loo qoondeeyay Wasaarada

Caafimaadka oo ku tusinaysa mudnaanta la siiyay caafimaadka

dadweynaha. Hadii dawlada aynaan ka go’nayn in ay miisaaniyada dib u

eegis ku sameyso waqti uu dalka dhibaato xoogan ay hayso, makula tahay

in lacag la waydiisto deeq bixiyaasha si hufnaan ah loo isticmaali doono?

Tan Kale: In ay dawlada waxba qaban

Hadii tan la sameeyo, waa “jug meshaada joog”. Marka la fiiriyo

miisaaniyada dawlada, laba ka meelood waxaa loo isticmaalaa mushaar iyo

qarashaadka caadiga ah (intii maalgelin lagu samayn lahaa isbitaaladda,

iskuulaada iyo kaabayaasha dhaqaalaha). Hadii ay miisaaniyada dawlada

hoos u dhac ku yimaado, wax saa’id ah oo iska bedeli doonaa nolosha

dadweynaha ma jiraan dadkana ma dareemi doonaan.

Dhaqaalaha

Canshuuraadka shirkadaha laga qaado (canshuurta faa’idada) waa laba

malyan oo doolar sanadkii oo kaliya. Tan dadka laga qaado waa sideed

malyan. Sidaa daraadeed, hadii canshuurta la joojiyo, malaga yaabo in wax

weyn u qabato shirkadaha ama dadka.

Waxaa keliya ee haboon waa in dadka si toos ah lacaga loo siiyo (lacag yar

oo aan ka badnayn qutul daruuriga) inta u cudurkaan uu socdo si ay dadka

baahi u dilin. Inta lacagta la siinaayo, dawlada waxay laba jibaaraysaa

barnaamijyada ka hortagga cudurka faafidiisa. Qof walba oo

magaalooyinka joogo waxay heestaan moobilka lacagta lagu soo diro

waana arin fudud in la sameeyo. Dadka tabarta yar ama xeryaha ku jira,

waxaa loo qaybin karaa raashiin.

Lacagaha

Dhibaatada ugu weyn waxay ka imaan kartaa in lacagaha la isku soo turo

ay istaagaan ama shirkadaha maamula ee lacag waayaan. Tan hadii ay

dhacdo, wadanka dhaqaalihiisa oo dhan baa dumi doona.

Dibaatadaan waxay imaan kartaa hadii (1) ay shirkadaha maamula

lacagaha moobilka ay u isticmaalayn lacagtii kaashka ahayd ama meel ay

ku maalgashteen. Hadii ay qof kasta dhahdo ha la ii siiyo lacagtaydii oo

kaash ah, nidaamkii oo dhan baa dumi doono.
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Waxaa haboon in uu Bangiga Dhexe ee Soomaaliya dhagan geliyo hab maamul oo

lagula socon karo inta lacag ay ku jirta moobiladda iyo inta lacag oo kaash loo

baxsado maalin ka maalin. Waxaa kale oo haboon in si deg ah loo helo hab nidaam

ah oo qayb ka mid aha lacagaha ku jira moobilka loo dhigi lahaa bangiga dhexe soo

loo kordhiyo kalsoonida aay dadka ku qabaan lacagaha moobiladda.

Suuqa Lacagaha

Shirkadaha lacagaha iyo bangiyadda Soomaalida waxay laf dhabar u yihiin

dhaqaalaha wadanka. Hadii lacag la’aan ay ku timaado, waxaa dhib weyn soo gaari

kara dhaqaalaha wadanka oo dhan waqti uu wadanka ku jiro waqti aad u adag.

Waxaa haboon in Bangiga Dhexe ee Soomaaliya sameeyo hab lagu furdaami karo in

ay shirkadaha iyo bangiyadda helaan (si ku meel gaar ah) nidaam ay lacagaha usoo

marsiin karaan bangiyadda caalamiga. Nidaamkan oo la yiraahdo “Furdaaminta

Xawilaadaha Gaarka ah” wuxuu socon karaan muddo lix bilood ah waxaana ka qayb

ah Baniga Dhexe, Xarunta Warbixinadda Maaliyadda iyo kormeerayaasha bangiyada

la isticmaali doono ee ku yaala Yurub iyo mareekanka.
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• The figures quoted in this document are those published by Somalia’s Ministry of Finance as part of the Appropriation Act for 2020 budget [https://mof.gov.so/sites/default/files/2020-01/Budget%20Appropriation%20Act%20for%202020%20Approved_0.pdf]

• The Monte Carlo Simulation used for the budget is based on 1000 simulations (trying out the what would happen a thousand times in different scenarios) to quantify the best-case, most-likely and worst-case scenarios. There were eight scenarios used. This

method is most appropriate when an “averaged result” will lead to flaw of averages and there is a significant uncertainty about the economic impact and resulting deficits. In the budget scenarios, the assumptions made were reductions in the budget by 10%

(best-case); 50% (moderate) and 70% worst-case. Given the actual impact from Covid-19 is uncertain, the range of these scenarios is intended to capture the average (most-likely) outcome should these scenarios crystallise. This is then overlaid with additional

actions the government could take, in the form of cost savings, to mitigate the potential economic hit. It is the outcome from these scenarios are included here.

• Whilst the input number for best-case, moderate and worst-case relate to the different budget deficit scenarios, the output focuses on the most likely outcome. In this case, both the best-case and worst-case scenarios become tail events with 5% probability

(i.e. extremely unlikely).

• The Covid-10 figures (which include, inter alia, infections, deaths, further infections and exposures) are also based on the figured published by Somalia’s Ministry of Health. These figures cover the actual reported numbers from the 3rd of April 2020 to the 20th of

April 2020 when overall cases were 237 and eight reported deaths. The best-case scenario uses these historic actual figures and extrapolates them forward. The assumptions made include an increase of the daily cases by their cumulative average for the actual

dates (3rd of April to 20th of April). The death rate of 1.7% is the average of the daily deaths as a proportion of cumulative deaths. These numbers are based on the assumption that the published actual figures are reasonably reliable. If there are material

variations in these numbers (for instance, if there are more cases and fewer deaths, then the death ratio changes); or if the deaths are much higher than reported, then these projections will not give an accurate picture.

• The worst-case numbers are overlaid with additional metrics. Additional assumptions have been applied, including “further exposure” which tries to quantify the additional number of infected people infected people who may have come into contact with

others; and “further infections” which captures the number of people to whom the virus had been passed. The “conversion rate” – which is the rate at which exposed people become infected is estimated at 76% (which is based on the testing data released by

Somalia’s Ministry of Health, covering the period from the 17th of April – 18th of April in which the tests done – 47 people on the 17th and 25 people on the 18th returned 36 and 19 positive cases respectively (an infection rate of 76%). If the most recent

numbers are included in this, this number may be materially higher or lower. These results are simplified assumptions and are merely indicative, not actuals. The real figures might be much higher or lower.

• The infection rate of 76% is in lieu of the basic reproductive rate (the rate at which infections lead to new cases in society). The “exposed people” is based on the assumption that each infected people comes into contact with 2 other people. For instance, a

report from the Ministry of Health that was issued on the 10th of April confirmed that one person infected 6 additional people. If this number is used as the default “reproductive rate” the worst-case number in page 4 would be much higher. It is important to

note that more granular data would be required to properly model the spread of the infections and the impact any actions (i.e. physical barriers, distancing, hygiene, lockdown etc) may have on slowing down the spread of the virus.

• Page 8 abbreviations are: Ministry of Finance (MoF); Ministry of Interior and Federal Affairs (MoIFA); Ministry of Health (MoH); Ministry of Public Work & Reconstruction (MoPWR); Prime Minsters's Office(PM); Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs (MoLSA);

Ministry of Water and Energy (MoWE); Ministry of Planning and Economic Development (MoPED); Ministry of Education and Higher Education (MoEHE); Ministry of Post and Telecommunication (MoPT); Ministry of Transport and Aviation (MoTA); Ministry of

Foreign Affairs ( MoFA); Ministry of Mineral (MoM).

• The budget deficit graphs are sourced from aabrief.com (https://www.aabrief.com/post/the-route-to-fiscal-self-sufficiency). All of the data in the graphs have been sourced from the International Monetary Fund (IMF) Article IV publication, and correct as at

August 2019, which is available here: [https://www.imf.org/en/News/Articles/2019/08/01/pr19309-somalia-imf-executive-board-concludes-2019-article-iv-consultation-with-somalia]. The IMF Country Report No. 19/256, table 2, page 34 (termed here as the

“publication”) provides estimate and projections of Somalia’s financial indicators from 2015 – 2022. The key number used here are the Gross Domestic Product (nominal GDP) and the extracts relating to the Central Government finances (all based on GDP). The

publication notes that the numbers are based on the data provided by the Somali authorities as well as IMF staff estimates and projections.

Additional references:

• EMMT risks are further explored in prior publications and this document only refers to liquidity. Refer to link for further details: https://www.aabrief.com/post/somalia-s-mobile-money-transfer-system-risks-and-opportunities and

https://www.aabrief.com/post/part-2-too-catastrophic-to-fail
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